Pearl # 901: Parts 1 & 2 - Heavenly Proclamation

Part 1- Maybe the Hebrew Calendar (5783) is Correct?
The Apostle Peter said that 1000 years is like one creation day, thus we
should investigate Revelation a little closer for assumptions? (2 Pet. 3:18)
A) One assumption is that clocks (time) in heaven are 20x faster?
B) Thus Revelation dates on a Daleth Dimension Earth are different:
Like the Two Witnesses 1260 days = 63 days on earth (1260 / 20)
42 months perhaps mistranslated is 42 weeks, remaining 70 days,
calculated from Solstice 2021. (Rev. 11:1-14)
C) The 150-day demon possession (150 / 20) is 7 days. (Rev. 9:1-12)
D) Revelation foretold a 1000yr. Hebrew calendar in Yeshua’s Kingdom to
be divided by two (2) Resurrections in a Daleth Dimension. One side is
bordered by 6000 years of 120 Jubilee cycles; the other side will finish in
a newly created infinite Jod Dimension for the Saints? (Rev. 20:1-7)
Thus YHWH said that his six Creation days were “very good.” (Gen. 1:31)
When the seventh (7th) cycle was contaminated with Evil, He planned for
Mankind to be governed by Lucifer-Satan. Hence His ancient universe is
burned to create a new one for the Saints. (Rev. 21:1) In a hundred years it is
verified in science when recessive genes reappear in Giants as stated in the
Bible. They recently found large dinosaur bones that caused a Death-system
of the animal domain eating each other. Thus an angry Creator (Gen. 6:5-13)
confused the language of mankind (Gen. 11:1-26) changing a Moon calendar
to match 7 Hebrew holidays to start Yeshua’s Kingdom on the New Year.
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Perhaps the Creator YHWH planned a Hebrew Calendar of 6000yr. for
Mankind, which makes a corrected Julian calendar a little longer in BC?
Because a much different civilization will develop during the Yeshua’s
Kingdom in a shorter time to prepare Mankind for the Jod Dimension. The
Daleth earth was renovated to its former splendor, but nature will be
genetically completely improved to reflect eternal conditions. (Isaiah 11:6-9)
Thus the resurrected Saints, the survivors of Israel and millions of people on
Probation will be re-educated for eternity. Perhaps the Two Witnesses like
Elijah-Enoch from heaven will help modifying natural genetics for a future
redeemed Mankind to live forever. Remember all is changed – people are
no longer plagued with diseases, pain, tears, or death, as Evil is terminated at
the end of Time and not allowed in the new Jod Dimension. (Rev. 22:10-16)
The Creator YHWH already started His infinite 7th creation period clarified
and designed for a “new” Jod Dimension. He will finally end Evil as
recorded in 16 chapters of Revelation linked to seven (7) days of Wrath. He
surprises His future family with great blessings in the last chapters. Mankind
has been sinful therefore is given a great Gift of Yeshua who paid the price
on Golgotha with His Life, He offered to everyone Eternal Life thus saved
many like billions of humanity from the Second Death. Please check out the
purpose recorded in Revelation and notice the many current forecast signs
of Yeshua’s arrival. His prophesied Kingdom will now start as Monarch to
govern 70 nations linked to a loyalty Good & Evil test to glorify the Creator
YHWH in worship and believe His Torah-Bible, hence watch year 2022.
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Evil is ending in Yeshua’s Kingdom
Jonah-II amended Babushka Concept Egg Pearl #901 once more to prepare
for Yeshua’s return dated after Hanukkah (28 Nov.- 6 Dec.) and explain why
the Two (2) Witnesses will arrive on earth perhaps after Solstice 2021?
Thus to finalize the Plan of Mankind learned recently that Revelation was
not meant for Christians rather Israel that recorded the History for Mankind.
Even clocks seemed to run faster in heaven to measure Time on a Daleth
Earth short like ½ year. Hence fake calendars should match seven Hebrew
Holidays instituted by Moses which make dating the Endtime very difficult.
Thus follow the prophesied divine trail of the sequential events from heaven
Chapter 8-18 misunderstood in most Christian Churches. Please take a
closer look of the most important concepts revealed by the Creator YHWH.
Watch for Two (2) Witnesses in the Jerusalem NEWS, or lookout in the
sky for a huge Golden City satellite, the space-travel-residence for YHWH.
Perhaps it will pick up billions of people judged with Probation or the
appointed Saints resurrected across 6000yr. on Earth. The Saints either
appear on the first trip or on a return journey, selected to higher positions to
govern with Yeshua, King of Kings leading a new Civilization to end Evil
linked to duplicate His “Love”: Let us make man in our image. (Gen. 1:26)
To understand true science, just stand in front of a large mirror and watch
the image, it will show a two (2) dimensional Physics, but a person standing
before a mirror will display a three (3) dimensional reality of Metaphysics. It
is an invisible Mind, Conciseness, Life, hidden cultures of Good & Evil
conforming to a system started by Adam linked to last prophets. (Mal. 4:5)
YHWH formerly designed Heh-Heaven & Daleth Earth dimension in six
(6) creations [day] cycle and said: It was good (Gen.1:31). But is not repeated
on the (7th) cycle thus questioning why? Adam & Eve started Mankind on a
mortal path linked to Lucifer-Satan causing again absolute Evil done before
during Noah’s time (2288BC), like Trans-human-animal genetic engineering.
It is ending in GMO deception and lies to produce painful deceases causing
death and worldwide extinction in nature. He foretold that everything of the
old original universe will be burned in a lake of fire (Rev. 20:1-15, 2 Pet.3:10-23.
Thus YHWH is resting and continues Life exchanged for a new larger
infinite Jod dimension (Rev. 21) without Evil and a Daleth Time Dimension.
Many Bible facts were presented in previous Babushka Eggs. (Pearl #278 How did Evil Start) Perhaps next to Elijah is the Second Witness Enoch;
maybe was the builder of the Great Pyramid in Giza. (Pearl #224) That pearl
describes how the mystery of Evil could be demonstrated in a design of his
Pyramid that measured the Grand Gallery in inches / years of Yeshua’s
future Kingdom. Therefore is forecasting a divine Resurrection in the King
Chamber revealed with an open stone coffin to show how Evil is restricted.
To clarify an unfamiliar Salvation Plan many distrustful perplexed people
were offered Probation to circumvent the verdict of the 2nd Death which will
end after Yeshua’s Kingdom. The Bible (Luke16:19-32) told an after death
story of Lazarus and a nameless rich man, or Ananias & Sapphira suddenly
died lying to the Holy Spirit (Acts. 5:1-11). Most sinful mortals are judged
similar to Ten Commandments dead or alive will choose a Probation closure.
To find more information continue examining revealed divine Scripture.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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Part 2 - The Plan for Mankind is Divided (11 October 2021)
Checking the Jerusalem NEWS it seems that the mortal Two Witnesses
from heaven have not yet arrived on earth as their return was predicted for
11 October 2021 from Solstice 2021? (63+7). Perhaps Yeshua preferred the
2nd choice to fit His birthday Rosh Hashanah, 1 Tishri 5783 (25 September 2022).
Blaspheming YHWH for 42 weeks (Rev. 13:5) will match seven (7) Jewish
holidays. (Pearl #900) Thus Yeshua’s return to earth is dated 9.671 month
(42x7=294/30.4), the fraction is 20 days to Sukkot 5783 (9-16 October 2022)?
Maybe YHWH desired a bigger Soul harvest (Rev. 14:14-20) explained in
three population spikes (Pearl #126) and noticed in the Gospels that the thick
Temple Curtain was rent exposing a missing Covenant Ark? (Rev. 11:19)
Mankind is on a historic journey of 6000+1000 years, which is concluded
in Revelation - not meant for Christians. The Creator YHWH appointed the
tiny nation of Israel to document the beginning of humanity with divine
cosmos Laws of Good & Evil, and if violated will end again in Wrath. It is
overlaid in a shorter Jewish calendar of 12 Holidays (7 feast +5 fast days) to
display to Gentiles how to obtain Eternal Life. Please read the four Gospels
of Messiah Yeshua-Jesus, born divine, crucified on a public cross, who died
to appoint many for Resurrection to live forever in a new Jod Dimension.
ETS (English) | 29.10.2021 Revelation 2:12-17 | Part 7 (by H. G. Mar Mari Emmanuel)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSeZ6fIvu3w

Thus, Revelation chapters 1-3 are linked to seven churches of the first
century extended to the last, 21st Century, but the 7th Laodicean Church has
lost their faith as described by Yeshua now outside knocking on the door.
(Rev. 3:14-24) John finished the story of Mankind in heaven, ending in
judgment like Noah’s days (2288 BC) starting the Jod Dimension. (Rev. 21:1-8)
The next big incident is a visual arrival of a traveling spaceship Golden City,
the Residence of the Creator and Yeshua. Many simple people or children
(not evil) were granted Probation got saved to enter the terrestrial vehicle
God provided, similar to Jacobs’s ladder. (Gen. 28:10-19) The Two Witnesses
and the Saints, with survivors of Israel, will build a huge Temple system
over the source of two (2) future rivers flowing on either side of a newly
raised Jerusalem, described by the ancient prophet Ezekiel. (Chapter 40)
The Torah-Bible reveals the existence of an eternal, infinite, invisible
Creator YHWH who desires an expanding Jod Dimension. He first began
and became visible in Messiah Yeshua-Jesus expressed in an old universe..
Thus he became visible in light, which is creating laws defined in physics
and metaphysics to fashion a future nature linked to Daleth earth. Therefore
Genesis starts out creation with a seven-cycle report explaining Heaven for
Angels and Earth for Mankind to live forever with free Will. They will
share Life designed in profusion, like a zillion plants, birds, fish, animals,
and at the top, Mankind. It will define the existence of creation with many
theories, like color patterns of a kaleidoscope. Thus a Beth universe is
governed by dual laws and is shared in physics and metaphysics: One is a
beneficial culture based on love, music, birth, the right way to worship the
Creator. The other will have a dark side of Life altering nature of a complex
environment to be contaminated with evil, wickedness, hate, fake science,
death, and many more as described in the Book of Books, the Torah-Bible.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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Therefore, the prophesied Apocalypse is now ending, but some worldwide
issues remain, like manmade viruses that closed most Christian Churches to
destroy many cultures. The next generation will be educated again after an
evil shadow system of FED-IMF bankers is finally judged. Printing money,
they bribed the wealthiest Elite to eliminate many true science videos on
YouTube, the history of Mankind and banned the Torah-Bible, written by
forty Hebrew prophets & disguised Angel scribes, from the town square.
Many Christians don’t realize that Revelation was only written for Israel
who recorded chronologically divine prophecy to terminate an atheistic evil
World-system. This led to many errors like postulating a 7-year Apocalypse
with a pre-middle-post rapture. However, Evil twisted by Satan will now
end. He will lose the last war in heaven and is cast under the Earth, Daleth
Dimension. It is linked to NASA’s fake science theorizing a globe and
speculated phony planets, but the earth is flat, fueled by forbidden free
energy of a smaller levitating sun under a magnetic dome. Please read all of
Rev. 13; like a Gold image from ancient times (Dan. 3:19-30) now copied
again in a hi-tech intelligence computer robot fitting an Apocalypse secretly
used true science, defined in 15 Babushka Egg Concept Books & Pearls.
The Second Beast [from the bottomless pit] (Rev.13:11-18 ESV)
11Then I saw another beast rising out of the earth. It had two horns like a

lamb and it spoke like a dragon.12 It exercises all the authority of the first
beast in its presence, and makes the earth and its inhabitants worship the
first beast, whose mortal wound was healed.13 It performs great signs,
even making fire come down from heaven to earth in front of people,14 and
by the signs that it is allowed to work in the presence of the beast it
deceives those who dwell on earth, telling them to make an image for the
beast that was wounded by the sword and yet lived.15 And it was allowed
to give breath to the image of the beast, so that the image of the beast
might even speak and might cause those who would not worship the
image of the beast to be slain.16 Also it causes all, both small and great,
both rich and poor, both free and slave, to be marked on the right hand or
the forehead,17 so that no one can buy or sell unless he has the mark, that
is, the name of the beast or the number of its name.18This calls for wisdom:
let the one who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it
is the number of a man, and his number is 666.

Next, please investigate another, more evil Beast, which ruled over the
abyss by Abaddon in Hebrew or Apollyon in Greek. (Rev. 9:1-12) Hence
a door is opened with a key for demon angels seeking Death, which only
can exist on the Daleth Dimension Earth. It is linked to a foretold Wrath
of a Third Woe (Rev. 9:13) to exercise authority by a Beast System
controlled by Satan blaspheming YHWH and his dwellings in heaven
for 42 weeks but limited to 7 days of Wrath verified by Two Witnesses
from heaven (63+7)? Maybe they appeared after Solstice 2021 pointing
worldwide to recent political events defined in Pearl #300, Part 4, pp. 8-9
to match the sequence of seven Jewish holidays introduced by Moses, as
(4) festivals were fulfilled during Yeshua’s crucifixion and resurrection.
Thus when Yeshua returns for the Endtime, he fulfills the left over three
(3) holidays, Rosh Hashanah (1 Tishri 5783) - New Year, or Yom Kippur,
maybe Sukkot-Tabernacles? It again concludes a worldwide judgment
ending the 21st Century after Solstice 2021 as discovered in Pearls #889
and #900 linked to - IT IS FINISHED, after 2022. (Rev. 16:17-21)
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